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GUIDED ART WALK
THE SUBTOPIA OUTDOOR GALLERY
In this guide, we have grouped all of the artworks in the Subtopia
outdoor gallery by their locations within the space. You can start
from any side, and use the maps and descriptions to find your way
around. Happy art hunting!
The Subtopia outdoor gallery came to be in 2011, when the internationally renowned artist ROA and the Stockholm-based Scarlett
Gallery were looking for a wall for him to paint on in the Stockholm
area. Sanna-Lisa Gesang-Gottowt tipped them about Subtopia, and
naturally, we gratefully accepted one of his black and white murals.

ROA | BELGIUM | 2011

PABLO DELGADO | MEXICO | 2013

(Under the stairs)
ROA was the first artist in the Subtopia outdoor
gallery. His paintings can be seen all over the
world, in places like New York, Zaragoza, London,
and New Zealand. His images are always black
and white, although they sometimes have specific
elements in colour. He often paints animals
native to the area in which he is painting. The
animal he painted at Subtopia is a badger.

(Indoors, at the back of the building etc.)
The inspiration for Delgado’s paste-ups at
Subtopia was his first impression of Sweden
as “a clean place”. When Delgado chooses his
subjects, he googles words which lead him on to
new words, until he finds the images he wants
to work with. He chooses to make his figurines
small. One of his reasons for this is his belief that
‘small’ is a size the world needs more of.

KOLLEKTIVET LIVET | SWEDEN | 2014

SAADIA HUSSAIN | SWEDEN | 2014

(Indoors – 5th floor)
The mural is an abstract pattern developed over
a period of several years by Andreas Blom, one of
the members of Kollektivet Livet. The pattern is
capped by a four heart clover, a common symbol
in street art. To Andreas, this symbol represents
love, and the way things always go when you look
for four-leaved clovers: you never find them until
you stop trying.

(The door, one floor above ROA’s painting)
Sadia Hussain works with art in public spaces,
because she feels that some messages need to
be shouted out, from huge walls. Her piece for
Subtopia is a symbolic image, which asserts her
identity as a woman, a Swede, and a Muslim. It’s
about her view of the world, and the world’s view
of her.

AMARA POR DIOS | SWEDEN | 2016
(Wall next to the upper entrance)
Amara Por Dios is from Stockholm, but lives in
London. She finds inspiration in her Chilean
origin, and in South America more generally. Her
paintings are full of vibrant colours, and often
depict patterned faces which are reminiscent of
the art of ancient cultures from various parts of
the world.
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LOLA | SWEDEN | 2009

(The crossing of Albyvägen and Rotemannavägen)
Lola is an art collective that frequently produces
art for public spaces. The members also work
at Konstfack, and run a gallery. In 2009, they
created a landmark for Subtopia; an enormous
arm that provides both light and a geographical
reference point when navigating the area. The
arm is an (enlarged) replica of circus performer
Fefe Deijfen’s arm.

HOODSFREDSFESTIVALEN | 2006

(The wall along Rotemannavägen)
When Gringo magazine and Subtopia
collaborated to organise the Hoodsfredsfestivalen
festival, one of the events on the agenda was
a graffiti contest. During the contest, ten or so
artists painted on this particular wall, which has
been left pretty much untouched since then.
Unfortunately, we’ve forgotten who won!

KNUT LARSSON | SWEDEN | 2014

VER TISOY | SWEDEN | 2015

LOTT ALFREDS | SWEDEN | 2014

SIT | NETHERLANDS | 2013

(The wall along the upper staircase)
Knut Larsson is a comics artist. He thinks of
comics and graffiti as siblings; his drawings have
simply left the comics and ended up on walls and
streets instead. His inspiration for the painting
at Subtopia was the shape of the wall itself. He
describes it as though his ghost train had already
been there, with funnels and everything, and all
he had to do was fill in the blanks.
(In a tree)
In her neon art, Lott Alfreds seeks to draw
attention to the symbols we all share, and which
reveal our creative abilities. In 2014, Lott was
working on a project which dealt with what is
visible in public spaces, where children are often
under-represented. The neon leaf is an enlarged
version of a drawing made by a boy from Alby.

(The wall next to the lawn)
SIT has a background in advertising. Today, he
uses his art to point out things that he feels are
right or wrong in society. The painting at Subtopia
depicts greyhounds chasing a fictional rabbit,
and the inspiration for it was SIT’s experiences of
being in “the rat race”, his name for the time he
spent in the advertising business.
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GRAFFITI WALL

(The wall along the lower staircase)
Besides art and scenic design, Ver Tisoy has
worked with youth culture since the ‘80s. At
Subtopia, he’s painted a fairy, to symbolise
a child’s ability to create something out of
chaos. This piece is the first part of a triptych.
The painting didn’t end up at Subtopia by
coincidence; Ver Tisoy feels that the location
represents youthful creativity.
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SHORA DENHAVI | SWEDEN | 2016

ALIAS | GERMANY | 2014

CROSSIE | GREAT BRITAIN | 2014

ZIGGY | SWEDEN |2015

NIPPONPOP | SWEDEN | 2015

SHAI DAHAN | USA/SWEDEN | 2013

(The substation shedoutbuilding)
Shora Denhavi is an artist from Stockholm,
and the chairman of The Graffiti Promoters
association. At Subtopia, she wanted to find some
forgotten and “useless” spots that she could give
a bit of love to. She ended up choosing the little
houseoutbuilding. Now, it is covered with her
organic patterns. She wanted the soft, crawling
shapes to disrupt the static nature of the house.
(Door)
Ziggy was one of the first graffiti painters in
Sweden. At Subtopia, he’s written his deepest
secrets in a language that he created himself.
The writing is painted in countless layers, and the
innermost layer bears the most precious secret.
Apparently, it can be decoded, too! Subtopia also
received some of Ziggy’s classic skulls (on the
back of the ghost train).

(The outbuildning, electricity cabinet and close to
the stairs)
Alias started as an graffiti painter men later
transferred to stencils. His hallmark is exposed
and sad children though it is not always the cild’s
store he wants to tell. Instead his art can be seen
as critical comments today’s society.

(The drain pipe and the electrical enclosure next
to the stairs)
Nipponpop creates pop art inspired by Japanese
themes and motifs. She enjoys painting outdoors,
because people approach her to talk or voice
their opinions. Subtopia has received the
character Nonna – a celebration of the fact that
she’s become a grandmother. Nonna exists in
two locations. One of them is a dead end, where
she’s been placed to give people who get lost a
nice surprise.

(Underneath one of the arches of the bridge, and
indoors – 1st floor)
Crossie’s images reveal a great fascination with
winged creatures. She often paints brightly
coloured butterflies. Another recurring theme
is fairy tales. Crossie wants to challenge
conventional notions of how graffiti is supposed
to look. For her, it’s all about freedom, and she
considers graffiti painting to be a political act.

PUPPET INDUSTRIES | SWEDEN | 2015

(The bridge)
Rather than simply painting on a surface, Puppet
wants to insert his pieces into reality. He does
a lot of work involving “grids”, a technique in
which he used a square grid pattern to create
characters and worlds. His goal is to subject the
pattern to pressure until it becomes “unlocked”.
At Subtopia, Puppet has gridded a whole
bridge, a location that he liked for its symbolic
connotations.

(Next to the entrance to Studio 3 and the bridge)
Hybrids of styles and techniques are recurring
elements in Shai Dahan’s work. Here, he blends
his own background in graffiti with the lifestyle
of the previous turn of the century in his own
personal vision of a gentleman. Opposite
this picture, he’s created a bird through a
collaboration with a group of children. Shai is one
of the initiators of the No Limit Street Art festival.
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